
 

 
 

 
C4 Editions 
 
Hi Everybody, welcome to the human soul of your security engine! 
 
In this lesson, we will explain how the C4 System allows users to choose a solution 
precisely tailored to their needs, thanks to its two key features, scalability and 
modularity. 
 
Every customer has his specific needs to the used security systems. It is a huge 
challenge to develop a system that provides maximum benefits for various 
customers. 
 
What are the regular needs of various types of customers? 
 
The C4 System is traditionally utilized by medium size companies.  
These are typically represented by administration buildings, shopping malls and 
production plants, having deployed multiple sorts of devices made by different 
manufacturers. The complexity of the overall system is essential here. Various 
access rights must be detailly configured for large number of users. Several 
departments are involved in the security operation – security operators, human 
resource officers or building supervisors. Each of them obviously needs his specific 
individual permissions. 
 
Enterprise customers feature large number of connected devices. Each of them 
usually operates relatively small building counting few employees. Many devices 
are located at remote sites, with difficult instant physical access. The priority 
therefore is not the detailed configuration of access rights and permissions, but 
rather stable and powerful solution. 
 
On the opposite side of the entire market, there are small installations. A customer 
with a small number of employees primarily requires simple installation and 
intuitive device management. C4 Transformers generation comes with set of new 
functionalities allowing a quick installation without the need for a complex 
training. 
 
What are the requirements for vendors in the individual segments? 
 



 

 
 

The know-how of large robust IT projects deployment is required at the Enterprise 
segment. Customers often demand to implement “Fail-over” and “High Availability” 
solutions. Configuration of the computer networks and Firewall is important to 
configure access to all individual devices.   
 
The middle segment demands the implementation of the solution to be carried by 
a professionally trained security integrator, in cooperation with the customer's 
security department. The emphasis is on the communication and coordination of 
different, often contradicting requirements risen by various departments. 
 
The main demand of the customers in the small business segment, is simple 
implementation and cost minimization. A person, who passes the minimum 
training or a technically skilled employee of the end customer should be able to 
deploy the installation of the software. 
The C4 System is designed as complex and flexible software at the same time, 
allowing to satisfy specific needs of customers. For large-scale and sophisticated 
installations, C4 can be deployed at multiple servers, managing thousands of 
devices and users. Thanks to its scalability, the performance of the entire solution 
can be increased almost without limit. On the other hand, C4 in the Transformers 
generation can run on a small home minicomputer for simplest projects. 
 
C4 System is distributed in several editions, so every customer can select the one, 
which perfectly fits his needs. The editions differ by functionalities as well as by a 
license policy. 
 
Basic edition is a single user version of C4 System. It was developed as a full-
fledged device configuration tool.  
 
Smart Office edition is a solution for small businesses and companies, where price 
is an important decision-making parameter. 
 
C4 Standard and C4 Advanced editions are intended for larger companies, 
requesting complex solutions. 
C4 Enterprise and C4 Cloud editions, which ensure multi-level or centralized 
security management are intended for large-scale projects. 
 
Individual editions of the C4 System are distinguished by their licensing policy.  
 
Package license is limited by number of connected devices. 



 

 
 

 
On the other hand, a license model featuring small recurring fees is mainly 
appreciated by smaller companies, for which this choice allows to optimize the 
installation cost of their security solution. 
 
The most popular is the Lifetime license of specific C4 version, which once 
purchased is used by the customer for an unlimited time. 
 
Small offices and businesses, large industrial and commercial buildings, but also 
complex and critical projects. The C4 System can be deployed for comprehensive 
projects, but at the same time it is simple and easy to install even in small 
operations. 


